A graphical method has been developed to determine the plane of incidence in the presence of cell windows with small retardation. For two types of rotating-analyzer ellipsometers, expressions have been derived that relate the experimental parameters and the elements of the Mueller imperfection matrices of the windows. These matrices can be determined by measuring with and without cell windows. Measurements have been performed with three samples with different optical constants.
Introduction
In the last ten years several types of automatic ellipsometers have been described. In his recent review Muller [l] distinguishes two groups, with and without compensation of the elliptic polarization. The group of non-compensating ellipsometers may be subdivided in subgroups with different modulation principles. The polarizer-sample-rotating analyzer (P&Irot) and the polarizer-sample-rotating analyzer-fixed analyzer (PSA,,~) ellipsometers belong to the subgroup with a rotating analyzer. The first measures phase and irradiance (intensity method) [2, 3] , the second two phases (phase method) [4] . The effect of azimuth-angle errors, component and cell window imperfections on the ellipsometric parameters has been reviewed by Azzam and Bashara [S] . For the polarizer-compensator-sampleanalyzer (PCSA) ellipsometer a number of these errors can be eliminated by averaging of two-or four-zone measurements. An averaging procedure can also be applied to rotating-analyzer ellipsometers by introducing different measuring modes. However, the effect of birefringence of the cell windows cannot be eliminated in this way. A general theoretical treatment of cell window birefringence and an experimental method to correct for this effect with the PCSA ellipsometer have also been presented [S] . An analysis of systematic errors in rotating-analyzer ellipsometers has been given by the same authors 161. Some earlier measurements with a PSA,,, ellipsometer were strongly influenced by window birefringence [7] .
The present paper describes a graphical method of determining the plane of incidence in the presence of cell windows with small retardation. In this case the cell windows can be treated as small-retardation wave-plates (SRWP). This method makes it possible also to calculate half of the elements of the imperfection matrices describing the birefringence of the cell windows. The complete imperfection matrices can be determined with the PSArOt as well as the PSA,,,A ellipsometer from the shift in the ellipsometric parameters by measuring with and without cell windows.
Experimental

Ellipsometers
A schematic diagram of the two ellipsometers of the rotating-analyzer type that have been built in our laboratory is given in fig. 1 . The set-up of the PsArOt type can be easily changed into the PSA,,,A configuration by introducing a fixed analyzer between the rotating analyzer and the detector without changing the positions of the other components. The rotating analyzer is speed-controlled [4] with an accuracy within 5 ppm at an angular frequency of 66.6 Hz. When using the intensity method, the periodic analog detector signal is converted into digital form on sampling instants given by a general timing circuit [2, 3] . In a special computer program these converted intensities are averaged and Fourier-analyzed and the ellipsometric A and \1/ values are calculated from the two Fourier coefficients, a and b. With the phase method, the harmonic detector signal is fed into a filter circuit where two frequencies are separated as described in refs. [4, 8] . The phases y2w and y4w of the two frequencies are measured and displayed. From these phases the ellipsometric A and $ values are calculated.
For the ideal case of the intensity ellipsometer, formulas for the calculation of A and $ from the two Fourier coefficients a and b have been presented in ref. [2] . More complicated expressions, taking into account small polarizer imperfections, the calibration azimuth of Arot, and errors introduced by using a low-pass filter have been developed by Aspnes [9] . We have applied different operation modes with different angles of the fixed polarizer (P = O", 90" and +-45"). In the calibration mode (P = 0") 90") no information about the reflecting surface is contained in the Fourier coefficients, a,, and be, but only about the mounting position ofA,,,. The measuring mode (P = +45") yields the Fourier coefficients a and b which are used to calculate A and J/ for the reflecting surface. The upper and lower sign in eq. (lb) represent P = +45" and P = -45", respectively.
For an accurate measurement of A and $ it proved to be necessary to average these values for the two symmetric settings P = +-45".
A similar procedure was followed for the phase ellipsometer. The phases yozw and 704, in the calibration mode (P = A = 0") contain no information about the reflecting surface but they are generated by the mounting position of Arot and by the electronics. To attain optimal noise characteristics (cf. ref. [S] ) and the best symmetry in the measuring mode, we selected eight combinations of P and A. In analogy with ref. [lo] these combinations are called "zones". The definitions for these zones and the expressions for A and $ are given in table 1. In this table T2 = tan(yaw -r",,) and T4 = tan(y4, -ri,). The phases yzw and y4w pertain to the measuring mode. For an accurate determination of A and $ it proved to be necessary to average at least uver two zones, preferably over a zone pair with P = +4Y.
Windows and samples
For the ixlvestigation of changes in the Fourier coefficients or in the phases caused by ceil windows, two birefringent glass windows were reproducibly placed into and out of the optical arrangement. The windows were of Pyrex glass with a diameter of 15 mm and a thickness of about 2.5 mm and were fixed to a stainless steel vacuum flange.
Because the influence of glass windows depends considerably on the A and 31/ value of the reflecting surface (cf. section 3). three samples with different optical constants were taken. These were a polished stainless steel surface, a silicon wafer with a Langmuir Blodgett layer of cadmium stearate of about 590 8, and a gold layer covered with an undefined film on a glass substrate (table 6).
Theory
Recently the problem of component imperfections has been approached with the Mueller matrix theory [l 1 , I 2,7] , where the state of polarization of a light beam is described with the 4 X 1 Stokes column vector. The advantage of this calculus is that the vector elements represent real quantities and that the first element represents the light intensity. The optical components (k) are described by 4 X4 matrices Tk = T$ -I-6Tk, where TE is the ideal component matrix and 6Tk is the matrix which contains all component imperfections.
In this paper we restrict ourselves to window imperfections. To simplify the calculations we only consider small window birefringence (SRWP approximation) and abandon possible dichroism. The Mueller imperfe~tjon matrix, proposed in ref. [I 11 for this approximation appears to be a good choice (see section 4).
Plane uj~incidence
The extinction criterion for the PCSA ellipsometer is that the derivative of the intensity of the light flux irnpin~~lg on the detector with respect to the azimuth of the polarizers (P, A) should be zero. Generally for every kind of component imperfections a matrix of coupling coefficients can be derived of which every element must be multiplied with the elements of the corresponding imperfection matrix ST,. Summation of these products yields the theoretical deviations in P and A from extinction, as shown in refs. [ 12,s J . This method of calculation is used in this paper to investigate the influence of birefringent glass windows on the determination of the plane of incidence. The arrays of coupling coefficients are derived for two windows in the calibration con- 
For a definition of the m's, see fig. 2 .
By solving eqs. (3) and (4), 6P and 6A can be expressed in terms of the elements ctij)k t in general form:
The coupling coefficients Cyii and pii are given in table 3. The imperfection matrix Table 2 Column and row vectors in cqs. (3) and (4) ~.
-____ In this section we calculate the influence of birefringent cell windows on the calibration and measured data of the intensity and phase ellipsometer. To get manageable results the SRWP approximation is used here also. In the caIcuIations for both types of ellipsorneters, terms containing a product of elements of the window transformation matrices are neglected. It may be remarked that this approximation cannot be applied if the e~li~sometric parameters have particu~r values, e. In table 4 the Fourier coefficients are given for calibration as well as measuring modes. For several settings of P, the Fourier coefficients have very simple forms. With ideal windows (STk = 0), a and b contain no information about the reflecting surface for P = 0" or 90" in the calibration modes. In these modes only the entrance window affects the measurement, while in the measuring modes the main influence comes from the exit window. The influence can be eliminated in the coefficient Q, by averaging over the measuring modes. By measuring b in the calibration mode the matrix element l3w can be directly determined (table 4). The differences in the Fourier coefficients a and b with and without windows in the measuring modes yield the matrix elements Bwl, A w and Awl. In practice the values of a and b in the calibration modes without windows differ from the theoretical values +l and 0. This is caused by the arbitrary mounting of the rotating analyzer in the turning motor shaft with respect to the optical encoder reference: the actually measured Stokes vector is rotated over a fixed angle. The elements of the Mueller matrix describing this rotation can be determined by equating the calculated and measured elements of the Stokes vector (1, a, b, (1 -.--a* -b2)"2) . All the measured Fourier coef~ciellts have to be corrected by using this rotation matrix. The results show that in the calibration modes errors are due to the entrance window only, while in the measuring modes most errors arise from the exit window. It appears to be impossible to remove the window errors by averaging over zones.
Phase ellipsometer
Results and discussion
I. Plane of incidence with window influences
The alignment procedure of McCrackin et al. [lo] to determine the plane of incidence leads to incorrect results with birefringent windows. In this section we describe a procedure to eliminate the errors.
For the settings P = 0") A = 90" (case 1) and P x 90") A = 0" (case 2) the P and A values for minimum light-flux transmission were determined for fixed A and P values. This was done without windows, with entrance or exit window and with (ii) The introduction of the entrance window causes only a parallel shift of the Fp line, and of the exit window only a parallel shift of the FA line, in agreement with eqs. (9a) and (9b) . The Fp and FA lines are defined in fig. 2 . In accordance with eqs. (5) and (6) the slopes of the lines appear to be independent of window imperfections.
(iii) The influence of the entrance window on the shift FP and of the exit window on the shift 6A are, within experimental error, the same for cases 1 and 2. This can only be explained when the first row and first column of the window-imperfection matrices are zero, which is true for a birefringent window.
On the basis of these conclusions the plane of incidence may be determined in the presence of birefringent windows as illustrated in fig. 3 . The lines with slopes ml, m2, m3 and m4 in fig. 2 , determined in the presence of both windows, are According to eqs. (5) and (6) mr = llm4,
(17)
This results in mh = 0 (a horizontal line) and m, = 00 (a vertical line), which gives for the coordinates of X:
Ae =A 1 + {(Pz -PI) -m&42 -Al)}/(l -m4m2) .
The averaged line slopes i?ir = l/rii4 =f(mr + l/ma),
are used to eliminate the experimental errors. Table 6 presents the values of PO and A,, calculated with eqs. (20) and (21) for the three samples. The results appear to be in good agreement with the coordinates of X1 and Xa determined graphically in the absence of the windows, they are also given in table 6. The success of determining the actual reference positions P,, and A0 without removing the windows depends on the values of the ellipsometric parameters A and $, which determine the slopes m. Small differences between m, and m3 cq. m, and m4 give rise to large uncertainties in the point of intersection Y cq. Z.
The elements Bw and Bwr of the window imperfection matrices can be calculated with eqs. (9a) and (9b). The shifts 6P(W+ W') and 6A(W+ W') are determined with a construction as in fig. 3 . Small deviations of A and II, have no 
Window influences in rotating-analyzer ellipsometers
In section 4.1 the determination of the elements Bk of the window imperfection matrices in the presence of windows has been described. To determine both elements A, and B, with our rotating-analyzer ellipsometers, measurements have been carried out with and without windows.
With the intensity ellipsometer B w can be determined directly by substituting the Fourier coefficient b measured in the calibration modes, the other elements follow from the shift in the Fourier coefficients caused by introducing a window in the measuring modes. The Fourier coefficients are given in table 4. With the phase ellipsometer Bw may be calculated directly by substituting T2 or T4, determined in the calibration modes, in eq. (15). For a pair of zones the other elements can be calculated by combining the shift in T2 or T4 caused by introducing a window in the measuring modes, T2 and T, are given in table 5. Calculations of the elements Ak for zone pairs (3, 4) and (7, 8) have been avoided, because the expressions for A r+, and A ~8 also contain Bw', which in our case is relatively large.
The results, given in table 7, have been obtained by averaging over the different modes and the three samples. Within experimental error (kO.002) they are the same for the different measuring procedures.
Conclusions
The plane of incidence can be determined in the presence of cell windows with small retardation by using a graphical method illustrated in fig. 3 .
As with the PCSA configuration, in the PSArot and PSA,,,A rotating-analyzer ellipsometers, it is also impossible to correct for window birefringence by averaging over the different measuring modes. The corrections can be achieved by using the Mueller-imperfection matrices whose elements can be determined from measurements with and without windows. We have found that low-strain fused-silica windows can be produced by (following the suggestions of S.E. Schnatterly) first fusing the window to a section of silica tube, then annealing this piece and fusing it to a graded seal which previously had been attached to a UHV flange. Retardations as small as 0.3" at h = 300 nm can be obtained.
In the case of Pyrex, it should be possible to anneal the entire window assembly after fabrication. Second, have you tried to reduce the magnitude of the systematic errors by suitably orienting the principle axes of the windows with respect to the plane of incidence?
For the case of the polarization-modulation ellipsometer, the effect of exit-window birefringence can be eliminated by orienting the principal axis of the exit window at 45" to the plane of incidence. Between cross-polarizers the windows showed slight birefringence, which increased from the center of the windows to the edge.
